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Abstract. We derive new uniqueness results for pLr, Lr, 1q-type block-term decompositions4
of third-order tensors by drawing connections to sparse component analysis (SCA). It is shown5
that our uniqueness results have a natural application in the context of the blind source separation6
problem, since they ensure uniqueness even amongst pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions with incomparable7
rank profiles, allowing for stronger separation results for signals consisting of sums of exponentials8
in the presence of common poles among the source signals. As a byproduct, this line of ideas also9
suggests a new approach for computing pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions, which proceeds by sequentially10
computing a canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) of the input tensor, followed by performing a11
sparse factorization on the third factor matrix.12
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1. Introduction. The central object of this paper is the decomposition of a15

third-order tensor into multi-linear rank pLr, Lr, 1q terms. The so-called pLr, Lr, 1q-16

decompositions are special kind of block-term decomposition [9, 10], wherein a third-17

order tensor tensor T P CIˆJˆK is expanded in the form18

(1.1) T “
R
ÿ

r“1

Hr bbbmr, rankpHrq “ Lr ą 0 for 1 ď r ď R,19

where Hr P CIˆJ , 0 ‰mr P CK , and bbb is the tensor product, i.e., pH bbbmqpi, j, kq “20

hijmk. The decomposition (1.1) has found its use in various signal processing ap-21

plications including wireless communication [7], chemometrics [4], target localization22

in radar imaging [28], and blind source separation [11, 12, 13]. Unlike for canon-23

ical polyadic decompositions (CPDs) wherein each term has unit rank, pLr, Lr, 1q-24

decompositions have wider applicability as they allow for more general terms. The25

uniqueness properties of pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition play a central role in these appli-26

cations as they can ensure exact recovery of individual components from observed27

data.28

Existing analysis of uniqueness properties of pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions define29

uniqueness based on the rank profile pLrq1ďrďR of the terms comprising (1.1); see,30

e.g., [10, 11, 17]. An pLr, Lr, 1q decomposition is considered (essentially) unique if31

there exists no other pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition with the same or smaller rank profile32

L1r ď Lr for 1 ď r ď R, except for those decompositions which differ only by order-33

ing of the terms Hr bbbmr and scaling/counterscaling Hr and mr. There also exist34

partial uniqueness results (e.g., Theorem 2.5 in [17]), where a tensor (1.1) may admit35

multiple meaningfully different pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions but for which the matrix36
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2 N. GOVINDARAJAN, E. N. EPPERLY, AND L. DE LATHAUWER

M “
“

m1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mR

‰

is the same for all of them up to scaling and reordering of the37

columns.38

Interestingly enough, existing notions of uniqueness make no statement regarding39

the existence or non-existence of alternate pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions of incomparable40

rank profiles. A given tensor may still possess an alternate pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition41

for a rank profile pL1rq1ďrďR1 with R1 ‰ R (Example 2.3). In applications, we may wish42

for a stronger notion of uniqueness where we are assured that a computed pLr, Lr, 1q-43

decomposition is the only decomposition of a tensor T , even among other potential44

pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions with incomparable rank profiles. Faced with two compet-45

ing pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions for a given tensor, one is often considerably “nicer”46

than the other one—for instance, the rank of the “M” matrix for one pLr, Lr, 1q-47

decomposition may be higher than the other. We may thus still hope for a conditional48

notion of uniqueness where we establish that no pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions exist which49

are as “nice” as a given one. Uniqueness results of this type should be of great use in50

applications such as blind source separation where unique recovery results could be51

assured for a greater number of problem instances.52

1.1. Contributions. In this paper, we introduce a new perspective on decom-53

positions of the type (1.1) for third-order tensors. By drawing a connection to sparse54

component analysis (SCA) [19, 20], we show that an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition can55

be interpreted as a canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) where the third factor56

matrix has the additional structural property of being sparsely representable in some57

dictionary, which is simultaneously estimated when the decomposition is computed.58

This notion generalizes previous interpretations where the third factor matrix was59

only thought to have repeated columns. The connection between the two fields is60

made rigorous by a result (Lemma 2.12) which establishes conditions under which61

the uniqueness of an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition can be inferred from the uniqueness of62

the sparse factorization of the third factor matrix in a CPD. Motivated by existing63

results on sparse factorizations in [1, 19], we establish new conditions for uniqueness64

of pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions that have not been previously established in earlier work65

[10, 11, 17].66

We strongly emphasize that our uniqueness results differ from the aforementioned67

work in the sense the set of admissible pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions (from which unique-68

ness holds) is characterized in a different manner. Our motivation for considering69

uniqueness in this way is drawn from applications such as blind source separation,70

where correct recovery is only assured under certain assumptions about the sources71

and how they are mixed to produce the outputs. As we will show later through ex-72

amples in section 3.3, one can easily construct instances of blind source separation73

problems where there exist multiple “unique” pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions amongst dif-74

ferent rank profiles, where only one of them correspond to the “correct” one. This75

correctness can only be further inferred by the model assumptions considered for the76

signal recovery. Our notion of uniqueness naturally allows us to incorporate such prior77

information.78

In summary, we consider the main results of this paper to be:79

1. A result establishing an equivalence between uniqueness properties of the type80

(1.1) and uniqueness properties of sparse factorizations (Lemma 2.12).81

2. A novel uniqueness (Theorem 2.18) result inspired from SCA identifiability82

results in [19, 1], which complements existing uniqueness results from previous83

contributions in [10, 11, 17].84

3. Consequences of these uniqueness results applied to the blind source sepa-85
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ration (BSS) problem (Theorem 3.4) where the source signals are modeled86

by sums of exponentials and solved using the Hankelization framework [11],87

yielding stronger conditions for unique recovery based on the Kruskal rank88

of the mixing matrix, distributions of the source poles, and the duration of89

observation. Although not shown explicitly, by their dual nature, analogous90

results may also be formulated for the BSS problem using the Löwner frame-91

work [13], where source signals are modeled by rational functions.92

1.2. Related work. In our definition of uniqueness, we introduce the notion93

of a dictionary representation for a pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition. We remark that dic-94

tionary representations are a special case of PARALIND models JAΨ, BΦ, CΩK (see95

[4]), where Ψ and Φ are identity matrices. In [8, 25, 26], uniqueness of PARALIND96

factorizations have already been studied in a setting where one first fixes the con-97

straint matrices Ψ, Φ, and Ω. There are however several differences in our work with98

respect to these earlier studies. First of all, we consider uniqueness of the pLr, Lr, 1q-99

decomposition as a whole, instead of just the essential uniqueness of the third factor100

matrix after fixing the constraint matrices. Secondly, by establishing a link with SCA,101

our results characterize under which specific sparsity patterns (on the constraints ma-102

trices) uniqueness will hold. Thirdly, the third factor matrix in our case does not103

necessarily have to be of full rank.104

1.3. Outline. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the105

uniqueness definitions and the accompanying new uniqueness theorems. Section 3106

discusses the implications of these new results on BSS problems utilizing the Hanke-107

lization framework. This is followed by the conclusions in section 4.108

Notation. The following notation is adopted throughout this paper. #I de-109

notes the cardinality of a finite set I . The symbols R,C are reserved for respectively110

the real numbers and complex numbers. Tensors are denoted with calligraphic char-111

acters, e.g., T P CIˆJˆK . Capital Greek and Roman letters shall be used to denote112

matrices. The entries of this matrix will be denoted by the corresponding lowercase113

letter—for instance, hij shall denote the ijth entry of the matrix H P CIˆJ . Vectors114

are denoted with bold-faced characters, for instance m P CK . At convenience, we115

sometimes use the “Matlab” notation to denote sub-portions of a matrix or tensor116

(e.g., T p:, :, kq denotes the kth frontal slice of a tensor and Api, :q the ith row of a117

matrix). We refer to a matrix Π as a scaled permutation if it is the product of a118

permutation and a nonsingular diagonal matrix. Special matrices are assigned sepa-119

rate symbols, e.g., IN denotes the N by N identity matrix, 1mˆn denotes the m by120

n matrix of all ones, and 0mˆn denotes the zero matrix. Likewise, we notate special121

vectors 1n and 0n, which have their obvious meanings, and ej,n, which denotes the122

unit vector with n entries for which pej,nqk “ δjk. The operation nnzp¨q denotes the123

number of nonzero entries in a tensor, matrix, or vector.124

We reserve the symbol bbb to denote the tensor product, e.g., H bbbm P CIˆJˆK for
H P CIˆJ and m P CK . Furthermore, AbB and

AdB :“
“

a1b b1 a2b b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ aN b bN
‰

denote Kronecker product and Khatri-Rao product, respectively. We make use of the
bracket notation to denote a polyadic decomposition, i.e.,

JA,B,CK :“
N
ÿ

n“1

an bbb bn bbb cn.
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4 N. GOVINDARAJAN, E. N. EPPERLY, AND L. DE LATHAUWER

A polyadic decomposition with the minimal number of rank-one terms possible is
referred to as a canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) and this minimum value is
referred to as rank of the tensor. Also, we define the Kruskal rank [22] of a matrix by

k-rankM :“ maximum j such that every j columns of M are linearly independent.

The concept of Kruskal rank is closely related to the spark of a matrix [18], which
denotes the smallest number j such that j columns of M P CKˆR form a linearly
dependent set. We have the relation

sparkM :“

#

1` k-rankM if k-rankM ă R

8 if k-rankM “ R
.

2. Uniqueness conditions for pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions. In this section,125

we will establish a correspondence between pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions and sparse com-126

ponent analysis and use this link to establish new uniqueness results for pLr, Lr, 1q-127

decompositions. Before we do this, however, we must describe a new compact dic-128

tionary representation of pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions which makes the connection to129

sparse component analysis more evident.130

2.1. Compact dictionary representations. In [9, 10, 17], decompositions of131

the type (1.1) are described compactly by a rank-Lr factorization of the Hk-matrices,132

i.e., Hr “ UrV
J
r where Ur P CIˆLr and Vr P CJˆLr . Uniqueness questions of the133

pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition are then interrogated in terms of the (generalized) Kruskal134

rank properties of the generator matrices135

(2.1) U “
“

U1 ¨ ¨ ¨ UR

‰

, V “
“

V1 ¨ ¨ ¨ VR
‰

, M “
“

m1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mR

‰

.136

In this paper, we generate the pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions through an alternative for-137

mat which allows us to draw closer connections to sparse component analysis [19, 20].138

As an illustrative example, consider the following pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition

T “ H1 bbbm1 `H2 bbbm2, H1 “ u1v
J
1 ` u2v

J
2 , H2 “ u2v

J
2 ` u3v

J
3 .

where the term u2v
J
2 appears in both H1 and H2. Representing this tensor in the

format (2.1) will involve unnecessary duplicate columns. One can alternatively store
the ui’s and vi’s only once and express

H1 “ ξ11u1v
J
1 ` ξ12u2v

J
2 ` ξ13u3v

J
3 , H2 “ ξ21u1v

J
1 ` ξ22u2v

J
2 ` ξ23u3v

J
3 ,

where

Ξ “

„

ξ11 ξ12 ξ13
ξ21 ξ22 ξ23



“

„

1 1 0
0 1 1



.

The above representation can be interpreted as an encoding of the constituent ma-139

trices in terms of outer product terms tuiv
J
i u

3
i“1. Together with M , they form an140

alternative expression for the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition in question. We can formalize141

this through the following definition.142

Definition 2.1 (Dictionary representation of pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition). Let143

A P CIˆN , B P CJˆN , M P CKˆR, and Ξ P CRˆN . The tuple pA,B,M,Ξq generates144

the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition145

(2.2) T “
R
ÿ

r“1

Hr bbbmr, Hr :“
N
ÿ

n“1

ξrnanb
J
n .146
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where the rank of Hr is bounded by nnz pΞpr, :qq for each r. We refer to the tu-147

ple pA,B,M,Ξq as a dictionary representation of the pLr, Lr, 1q decomposition T “148
řR

r“1Hr bbbmr.149

The representation in terms of the tuple pA,B,M,Ξq is closely related to a polyadic
decomposition of the tensor T P CIˆJˆK . With some simple algebraic manipulations

T “
R
ÿ

r“1

Hr bbbmr “

R
ÿ

r“1

˜

N
ÿ

n“1

ξrnanb
J
n

¸

bbbmr “

N
ÿ

n“1

anb
J
n bbb

˜

R
ÿ

r“1

ξrnmr

¸

.

we see that (2.2) can be compactly expressed as150

(2.3) T “
R
ÿ

r“1

Hr bbbmr “ JA,B,CK , C :“MΞ.151

The right hand side of (2.3) describes a polyadic decomposition, however the columns152

of the third factor matrix have a sparse encoding with respect to some compact153

dictionary M , i.e., C “ MΞ where Ξ is the sparse encoding matrix. In general, the154

ranks of the Hr-matrices are bounded by the nonzero entries in the rth row of Ξ,155

rankpHrq ď nnz pΞpr, :qq, with equality if A and B have full column rank.156

2.2. Uniqueness definitions. We wish to study the uniqueness of pLr, Lr, 1q-157

decompositions based on the properties of the generator matrices in a dictionary158

representation pA,B,M,Ξq. In contrast to the uniqueness of a CPD which holds in159

an absolute sense, the uniqueness pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions is relative and is typically160

valid only amongst a candidate set of consistent pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions. In the161

original definition of uniqueness (see, e.g., [17]), this candidate set is implicitly defined162

in terms of rank profile constraints on the pLr, Lr, 1q decompositions, as reiterated163

here below.164

Definition 2.2 (uniqueness based on rank profile). A decomposition of a tensor165

T P CIˆJˆK into pLr, Lr, 1q terms (1.1) with rank profile pLr “ rankHrq1ďrďR is166

rank-profile essentially unique if every other pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition167

T “
R
ÿ

r“1

H 1r bbbm1
r168

with rank profile rankH 1r “ L1r ď Lr for every 1 ď r ď R is the same as (1.1) up to re-169

ordering of the terms and scaling of the Hr by nonzero coefficients (and counterscaling170

the mr by the inverse coefficients).171

There are many attractive features to Definition 2.2: for one, it is independent of how172

the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition is represented, e.g., by the generator matrices (2.1) or173

the dictionary representation. However, it also has certain peculiarities. In particular,174

a tensor T can have two essentially distinct pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions that are unique175

under two different rank profiles, as the following example illustrates.176

Example 2.3. Consider the tensor177

(2.4) T “ pa1b
J
1 ` a2b

J
2 q bbbm1 ` pa2b

J
2 ` a3b

J
3 ` a4b

J
4 q bbbm2178

with A “
“

a1 a2 a3 a4

‰

, B “
“

b1 b2 b3 b4
‰

and M “
“

m1 m2

‰

denoting179

full column rank matrices. (2.4) is essentially unique under the rank profile pL1, L2q “180
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6 N. GOVINDARAJAN, E. N. EPPERLY, AND L. DE LATHAUWER

p2, 3q, which follows from Theorem 4.1 in [10]. However, at the same time,181

(2.5) T “ pa1b
J
1 q bbbm1 ` pa2b

J
2 q bbbpm1 `m2q ` pa3b

J
3 ` a4b

J
4 q bbbm2182

describes the same tensor, but is unique under the rank profile pL1, L2, L3q “ p1, 1, 2q183

as a consequence of Theorem 2.4 in [11].184

In certain applications, such as blind source separation, it is sometimes benefi-185

cial to guarantee uniqueness amongst incomparable rank profiles. Typically in such186

applications, one is forced to make some prior assumptions on the decomposition af-187

ter which uniqueness is guaranteed. To this end, it is useful to introduce a notion188

of uniqueness that defines the candidate set of admissible pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions189

through constraints imposed on the dictionary representation pA,B,M,Ξq. Since dic-190

tionary representations for a given pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition are non-unique, and to191

keep the discourse as concise as possible, it is convenient to introduce the notions192

of consistency and equivalence in order to compare two dictionary representations193

directly without explicitly referring to the underlying pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition.194

Definition 2.4 (consistency and equivalence). Two dictionary representations195

pA,B,M,Ξq and pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q are called consistent if they describe the same tensor196

T via (2.2). If further they define the same collection of Hr matrices and mr vec-197

tors up to scaling and reordering, the pair is said to be equivalent, and we write1198

pA,B,M,Ξq „ pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q.199

Remark 2.5. One can check that pA,B,M,Ξq is equivalent to pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q if Â “200

AΠD1, B̂ “ BΠD2, M̂ “ MΠ1, and Ξ̂ “ pΠ1q´1ΞΠD3 for a permutation Π, a201

scaled permutation Π1, and nonsingular diagonal matrices D1, D2, and D3 satisfying202

D1D2D3 “ IN . Note that this condition is sufficient, but not necessary.203

Uniqueness of an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition may then be defined as follows.204

Definition 2.6 (uniqueness based on dictionary representation). Let (1), (2),205

. . . , (P ) denote a list of properties satisfied by the matrices A, B, M , and Ξ compris-206

ing a dictionary representation pA,B,M,Ξq of an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition (1.1). We207

say that the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition (1.1) is the unique pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition208

satisfying properties (1)-(P ) if every other dictionary representation pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q209

which is consistent with pA,B,M,Ξq and satisfies properties (1)-(P ) is also equiv-210

alent to pA,B,M,Ξq, i.e., pA,B,M,Ξq „ pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q.211

2.3. Sparse component analysis. In sparse component analysis (SCA) [3, 20,212

19, 23], one is provided a matrix C P CKˆN whose columns have a sparse linear213

encoding in some unknown matrix M P CKˆR. That is,214

(2.6) C “MΞ215

for some sparse matrix Ξ P CRˆN . The problem in SCA is to determine, given C, the216

matrices M and Ξ up to a scaling and permutation ambiguity. Since we are interested217

in the recovery of (2.6), the following definition is then natural.218

Definition 2.7 (consistency and equivalence of sparse factorizations). Two pairs219

pM,Ξq and pM̂, Ξ̂q are said to be consistent if they are factorizations of the same220

matrix MΞ “ M̂ Ξ̂. These pairs are considered equivalent, denoted pM,Ξq „ pM̂, Ξ̂q,221

if M̂ “MΠ and Ξ̂ “ Π´1Ξ for a scaled permutation matrix Π.222

1Note that the binary relation „ satisfies all properties of an equivalence relation: reflexivity,
symmmetry, and transitivity.
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Similar to pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions, there is no sensible general notion of (un-223

conditional) uniqueness of the factorization (2.6) as for any nonsingular matrix X, the224

factorization C “ pMXqpX´1Ξq is equally valid. Thus, a useful notion of uniqueness225

of (2.6) must prescribe conditions on the pairs pM,Ξq, which usually take the form226

of spark conditions on M and sparsity conditions on Ξ in the SCA literature. We227

shall describe these conditions set-theoretically by prescribing an (arbitrary) set D of228

admissible pairs pM,Ξq.229

Definition 2.8 (uniqueness of sparse factorization). We call the factorization230

C “ MΞ unique in a set D of admissible pairs pM̂, Ξ̂q if any other pair pM̂, Ξ̂q P D231

which is consistent with pM,Ξq satisfies pM̂, Ξ̂q „ pM,Ξq.232

2.4. Review of uniqueness conditions for CPDs. To put things first into233

context, let us start by summarizing some basic uniqueness properties of CPDs which234

are needed to derive our main results. For a tensor T “ JA,B,CK, with A P CIˆN ,235

B P CJˆN , C P CKˆN , it is well known that it cannot be reduced to a fewer number236

of rank-one terms if rankpAq “ rankpBq “ N and C contains no zero columns (i.e.,237

k-rankC ě 1). This fact is easily established by examining the tensor unfoldings2238

Tr1,3;2s “ pAdCqBJ and Tr2,3;1s “ pBdCqAJ, and noting that rankpTr1,3;2sq “239

rankpTr2,3;1sq “ N .240

Although the polyadic decomposition is canonical in this case, these conditions do241

not guarantee essential uniqueness of the CPD. To ensure uniqueness, the matrix C242

should contain no proportional columns, which is equivalent to stating that k-rankC ě243

2; see, e.g., [24] for a proof. As per the definition of esssential uniqueness, any other244

Ā P CIˆN , B̄ P CJˆN , and C̄ P CKˆN with the property
q
Ā, B̄, C̄

y
“ JA,B,CK245

will necessarily satisfy Ā “ AΠD1, B̄ “ BΠD2, C̄ “ CΠD3 for some permutation246

Π P RNˆN and diagonal matrices D1, D2, and D3 such that D1D2D3 “ IN .247

On the other hand, if k-rankC “ 1, the CPD is no longer essentially unique248

(unless we have a rank one tensor), but one can still exactly characterize the level of249

indeterminacy in the CPD in the situation where the first two factor matrices A and250

B have full column rank (Proposition A.2).251

Remark 2.9. In principle, there is no need for both A and B to have full column252

rank in order to guarantee a unique CPD. Kruskal has already shown in [22] that it253

suffices to have254

k-rankA` k-rankB ` k-rankC ě 2N ` 2.255

Even more refined conditions can be found in for instance [14, 15]. However, we shall256

not explore these more subtle conditions in this paper.257

2.5. The equivalence result. The uniqueness results which we shall derive rely258

on a key observation which draws a direct correspondence between the uniqueness of259

a sparse factorization (2.6) and the uniqueness of a pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition in the260

sense of Definition 2.6. To state things correctly, we first introduce two technical261

definitions that are required in the statement of Lemma 2.12.262

Definition 2.10 (proportionality-revealing). Call a pair pM,Ξq describing the263

factorization (2.6) proportionality-revealing if, whenever columns i and j are propor-264

tional in C, columns i and j are proportional in Ξ as well.265

2The indices in the subscript specify the order in which the modes are unfolded.
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Definition 2.11 (scaled permutation invariant). We say a set D of admissible266

pairs pM̂, Ξ̂q is scaled permutation invariant if for every scaled permutation Π and267

pM̂, Ξ̂q P D , we have pM̂, Ξ̂Πq P D .268

Lemma 2.12. Let D denote a set of admissible pairs pM̂, Ξ̂q such that269

(a) every pM̂, Ξ̂q P D is proportionality-revealing, and270

(b) D is scaled permutation invariant.271

Suppose that A P CIˆN , B P CJˆN , M P CKˆR, Ξ P CRˆN , with MΞ containing no272

zero columns, and:273

(1) A and B have full column rank, and274

(2) pM,Ξq P D .275

Then pA,B,M,Ξq is the unique pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfying properties (1)-(2)276

if, and only if, the factorization C “MΞ is unique in D .277

Proof. The only if part of the statement can be directly inferred by considering278

the contrapositive. Indeed, if pM,Ξq is not unique with respect to D , then there exists279

another pair pM̂, Ξ̂q P D such that pM̂, Ξ̂q  pM,Ξq. Hence, also pA,B,M,Ξq 280

pA,B, M̂, Ξ̂q.281

The if part of the statement is slightly more involved. Suppose that the consistent282

pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q, with Â P CIˆN̂ , B̂ P CJˆN̂ , M̂ P CKˆR̂, satis-283

fies (1)-(2) and assume that pM,Ξq is unique in D . We shall prove that pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q „284

pA,B,M,Ξq. First of all, we claim that we can assume, without loss of generality,285

that N̂ “ N and that M̂ Ξ̂ has no zero columns. To see this, denote C “ MΞ and286

Ĉ “ M̂ Ξ̂. Since JA,B,CK constitutes a tensor of rank N , then so must
r
Â, B̂, Ĉ

z
287

be of rank N as it describes the same tensor. Hence, N̂ ć N . On the other hand, if288

N̂ ą N , M̂ Ξ̂ must contain zero columns, so we can always omit these zero columns289

in pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q because their presence the same Hr and mr factors.290

We now distinguish between the following two scenarios:291

(i) If k-rankC ě 2, we know that JA,B,CK is an essentially unique CPD. Hence,292

we have that Â “ AΠD1, B̂ “ AΠD2, and Ĉ “ CΠD3 where Π is a per-293

mutation and D1, D2, and D3 are nonsingular diagonal matrices satisfying294

D1D2D3 “ IN . By assumption, the factorization C “MΞ is unique in D , so295

the factorization Ĉ “MpΞΠD3q is unique in D as well, following from Propo-296

sition A.1. Hence, M̂ “MΠ1 and Ξ̂ “ pΠ1q´1ΞΠD3 for a scaled permutation297

Π1. Thus, by Remark 2.5, pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q „ pA,B,M,Ξq.298

(ii) If k-rankC “ 1, the matrix C contains proportional columns. Since it has299

already been established in (i) that re-ordering and re-scaling of the factor300

matrices A, B, and C leaves the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition unperturbed, we301

can assume, without loss of generality, that A, B and C “ MΞ are block-302

partitioned into the form303

A “
“

A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AR1

‰

, B “
“

B1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BR1

‰

,304

C “
“

w11JN1
¨ ¨ ¨ wR11JNR1

‰

,305
306

where N1` . . .`NR1 “ N and W “
“

w1 ¨ ¨ ¨ wR1

‰

has no proportional col-
umns. By Proposition A.2, the indeterminacies in the CPD are characterized
by Â “ AQ1, B̂ “ BQ2, and Ĉ “ CQ3 where

Q1 “ XΠD1, Q2 “ X´JΠD2, Q3 “ ΠD3, X “

»

—

–

X1

. . .

XR1

fi

ffi

fl

.
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for invertible matrices Xr1 P CNr1ˆNr1 for 1 ď r1 ď R1, permutation matrix
Π P RNˆN , and nonsingular diagonal matrices D1, D2, and D3 satisfying
D1D2D3 “ IN . Noting that Q3 is a scaled permutation, we have by Propo-
sition A.1 that the factorization Ĉ “ MpΞQ3q is unique in D so pM̂, Ξ̂q „
pM,ΞQ3q. Consequently, M̂ “ MΠ1 and Ξ̂ “ pΠ1q´1ΞQ3 for a scaled per-
mutation Π1. By Remark 2.5, we subsequently deduce that pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q „
pAX,BX´J,M,Ξq. Now recall that pM,Ξq is also a proportionality-revealing
pair since it belongs to D . Hence, proportional columns in C must imply that
the corresponding columns in Ξ are also proportional, so we may write

C “
“

w11JN1
¨ ¨ ¨ wR11JNR1

‰

“M
“

κ11JN1
¨ ¨ ¨ κR11JNR1

‰

.

Given this fact, we deduce that307

R
ÿ

r“1

Hr bbbmr “ JA,B,MΞK “
R1
ÿ

r1“1

Ar1BJr1 bbbpMκr1q308

“

R1
ÿ

r1“1

Ar1Xr1pXr1q´1BJr1 bbbpMκr1q “
q
AX,BX´J,MΞ

y
,309

310

which further reveals that pA,B,M,Ξq „ pAX,BX´J,M,Ξq. Hence, by the311

transitive property of the equivalence relation, we derive that pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q „312

pA,B,M,Ξq.313

Remark 2.13. A key component to why one can draw an equivalence between314

uniqueness properties of pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions and sparse factorizations is due315

to essential uniqueness of the third factor matrix under the provided conditions. This316

property can be seen as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 in [21], where partial uniqueness317

properties of CPDs are studied in more depth.318

2.6. Uniqueness results from sparse component analysis. With help of319

Lemma 2.12, uniqueness of pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions can be reduced to uniqueness320

questions of just the factorization (2.6). In fact, many of the earlier derived results321

in [10, 11, 17] have their analog in the present framework and can be proven exactly322

through this route. For instance the following two results, which we state here with-323

out proof, are of the same spirit as Theorem 4.1 in [10] and Theorem 2.4 in [11],324

respectively.325

Theorem 2.14. Suppose that A P CIˆN , B P CIˆN , M P CKˆR, Ξ P CRˆN326

satisfy the properties:327

(1) A and B have full column rank,328

(2) k-rankM ě 2, and329

(3) every column of Ξ has a single nonzero entry and Ξ contains no zero rows.330

Then pA,B,M,Ξq is the unique pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfying properties (1)-331

(3).332

Theorem 2.15. Suppose that A P CIˆN , B P CIˆN , M P CKˆR, Ξ P CRˆN333

satisfy the properties:334

(1) A and B have full column rank,335

(2) M has full column rank, and336

(3) Ξ has no zero columns and satisfies337

(2.7) min
wk‰0

nnz

˜

ÿ

kPI
wkΞpk, :q

¸

ą max
kPI

nnzpΞpk, :qq338
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10 N. GOVINDARAJAN, E. N. EPPERLY, AND L. DE LATHAUWER

for every index set I Ď t1, . . . , Ru with cardinality #I ě 2.339

Then pA,B,M,Ξq is the unique pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfying properties (1)-340

(3).341

Apart from alternative perspectives on already familiar results, Lemma 2.12342

most fundamentally provides for new insights on uniqueness properties of pLr, Lr, 1q-343

decompositions which have not been established before in the context of tensors. In344

particular, one can rely on the powerful insights from the SCA literature which address345

the following question: given a factorization C “MΞ, under which assumptions can346

one recover subspaces spanned by sub-selections of columns of M through subspaces347

spanned by sub-selections of the columns of C? If enough subspaces spanned by sub-348

selections of columns of M are recovered, individual columns of M can be further349

retrieved up to scaling and permutation ambiguity from computing intersections of350

these subspaces. The matrix Ξ is then uniquely recoverable from M and C if the351

columns of Ξ are sufficiently sparse. The following two definitions play a key role in352

this procedure.353

Definition 2.16 (non-degeneracy). Let M P CKˆR and Ξ P CRˆN . We say354

that the pair pM,Ξq is non-degenerate for a parameter m if for every J Ď t1, . . . , Nu355

with #J “ m` 1 such that Ξp:,J q has nonzero entries at strictly more than m row356

positions, either:357

(i) k-rank Ξp:,J q ă m, or358

(ii) rank Ξp:,J q “ m` 1 and rankMΞp:,J q “ m` 1.359

The pair pM,Ξq is called non-degenerate up to parameter m if the pair is non-360

degenerate for parameters 1, 2, . . . ,m.361

Definition 2.17 (richness property). Let m P Z denote a positive integer and362

let Ξ P CRˆN . Define A to be a collection of index sets I Ď t1, . . . , Ru for which:363

(i) 1 ď #I ď m,364

(ii) there exists some J Ď t1, . . . , Nu with #J “ #I ` 1 such that365

(2.8) k-rank ΞpI,J q “ #I, ΞpIc,J q “ 0pR´mqˆpm`1q.366

The matrix Ξ is said to be sufficiently rich with parameter m if every singleton set367

tru for r “ 1, . . . , R is the intersection of some sub-collection of the index sets A .368

While the non-degeneracy assumption provides the condition under which sub-369

spaces spanned by sub-selections of columns of M can be recovered, the richness370

assumption ensures that there are enough of those subspaces in order to recover the371

individual columns of M . The following theorem is inspired from ideas presented in372

[1] and [19].373

Theorem 2.18. Let 2 ď p ď K and fix m :“ t
p
2 u. Suppose that A P CIˆN ,374

B P CIˆN , M P CKˆR, and Ξ P CRˆN satisfy the properties:375

(1) A and B have full column rank,376

(2) k-rankM ě p,377

(3) Ξ has no zero rows and every column of Ξ has at least one and at most m378

nonzero entries, and379

(4) pM,Ξq is non-degenerate up to parameter m.380

Then pA,B,M,Ξq is the unique pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfying properties (1)-(4)381

if Ξ is sufficiently rich with parameter m.382

Proof. Define the admissible set D to consist of all pairs pM̂, Ξ̂q satisfying (2),383

(3), and (4) and throughout denote C “ MΞ. First, we observe that every pair384
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pM̂, Ξ̂q P D is proportionality-revealing. Indeed, if columns Ĉp:, nq “ M̂ Ξ̂p:, nq and385

Ĉp:, n1q “ M̂ Ξ̂p:, n1q are proportional, then we must have that Ξ̂p:, nq “ αΞ̂p:, n1q386

for some constant of proportionality α. This follows from Lemma A.3, i.e., since387

properties (2) and (3) hold true for pM̂, Ξ̂q, Ξ̂p:, nq is the unique sparsest vector solv-388

ing the underdetermined system Ĉp:, nq “ M̂x for x P CR, and because Ĉp:, n1q,389

Ξ̂p:, nq “ αΞ̂p:, n1q. Secondly, we observe that D is scaled permutation invariant. Fi-390

nally, by properties (2) and (3), we also have that k-rankMΞ ě 1. Therefore, by391

Lemma 2.12, the uniqueness of the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition with dictionary repre-392

sentation pA,B,M,Ξq reduces to just the uniqueness of C “MΞ.393

To prove uniqueness of C “ MΞ in D , we first take note that it suffices to just394

prove that only M is unique—that is, for any factorization C “ M̂ Ξ̂ for pM̂, Ξ̂q P D ,395

it follows that M̂ “ MΠ for a scaled permutation Π. To see this, assume without396

loss of generality that Π “ IR and suppose that C “M Ξ̂. Then for any column n of397

C, we have Cp:, nq “ M Ξ̂p:, nq. But by properties (2) and (3), Lemma A.3 applies.398

Hence, we have that Ξ̂p:, nq “ Ξp:, nq. Thus, since Ξ and Ξ̂ are equal columnwise,399

they are equal.400

To establish uniqueness of M , we shall first show that one can recover the columns
of M up to scaling from C under the conditions imposed by the admissible set D ,
under the standing assumption that Ξ is sufficiently rich with parameter m. Take note
that the pair pM,Ξq is non-degenerate up to parameter m :“ t

p
2 u ă p ď k-rankM

by property (4). Let B denote the collection of index sets J Ď t1, . . . , Nu with
1 ă #J ď m` 1 for which

k-rankCp:,J q “ #J ´ 1.

By Lemma A.5(1), we know that for every J P B there exists a I P A (where A is
defined in definition 2.17) for which (2.8) holds—that is,

k-rank ΞpI,J q “ m, ΞpIc,J q “ 0pR´mqˆpm`1q.

By Lemma A.5(2), every I P A is associated with at least one J P B in this way.401

Furthermore, Lemma A.5 also implies Im Cp:,J q “ Im Mp:, Iq “: TI , so we know402

that the collection of subspaces tTI : I P A u must satisfy403

(2.9) tTI : I P A u “ tIm Mp:, Iq : I P A u “ tIm Cp:,J q : J P Bu .404

Let us pause for a moment to appreciate why the above statement is nontrivial. Under
the properties (2)-(4), we are able to obtain the collection of subspaces

tIm Mp:, Iq : I P A u

spanned by the columns of the unknown matrix M when only provided with C. We405

now show that the collection of one-dimensional subspaces spanned by the columns406

of M are precisely the one-dimensional intersections of the subspaces tTI : I P A u.407

First consider the span of a single column Im Mp:, rq. For notational convenience,

let A “ tIquQq“1 be an enumeration of A . Then, since Ξ is sufficiently rich with
parameter m, there exists a collection of indices Qr Ď t1, . . . , Qu such that

Ş

qPQr
Iq “

tru. Since m ď 1
2p, we have by Lemma A.6 that

Im Mp:, rq “ Im M

˜

:,
č

qPQr

Iq

¸

“
č

qPQr

Im Mp:, Iqq “
č

qPQr

TIq
.
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Thus, the span of every column of M is an intersection of some subspaces in tTIq
u
Q
q“1.

Conversely, if
Ş

qPQ TIq
is a one-dimensional subspace for some Q Ď t1, 2, . . . , Qu, we

have
č

qPQ
TIq

:“
č

qPQ
Mp:, Iqq “ Im M

˜

:,
č

qPQ
Iq

¸

.

Since any two columns of M are linearly independent (recall p ě 2), we must have408

that
Ş

qPQ Iq is a singleton set tru and thereby
Ş

qPQ TIq
“ Im Mp:, rq. Thus, the409

collection of one-dimensional subspaces spanned by the columns of M are precisely410

the one-dimensional intersections of the subspaces tTI : I P A u. Consequently, given411

only C and properties (2)-(4), one can recover the columns of M up to scaling and412

reordering by taking nonzero representatives of these subspaces.413

Finally, let us use this insight to prove uniqueness of M . Consider a potential414

alternative factorization pM̂, Ξ̂q P D with the property C “MΞ “ M̂ Ξ̂. By construc-415

tion of D , pM̂, Ξ̂q must also satisfy the non-degeneracy property up to parameter m.416

Hence, by Lemma A.5, we know that every TIq for q P t1, . . . , Qu can be assigned to417

some column space Im M̂p:, Îqq, where Îq Ď t1, . . . , R̂u is of cardinality #Îq ď m. So418

we have the relation419

(2.10) Tq “ Im Mp:, Iqq “ Im M̂p:, Îqq.420

Since Ξ is sufficiently rich, recall that there must also exist an index set Qr Ď

t1, . . . , Qu such that

Im Mp:, rq “
č

qPQr

TIq “
č

qPQr

M̂p:, Îqq “ M̂

˜

:,
č

qPQr

Îq

¸

by Lemma A.6. Since, by property (2), M̂ cannot contain proportional columns, we
must have that

Ş

qPQ Îq is a singleton set r̂ and thus Im Mp:, rq “ Im M̂p:, r̂q. In other

words, every column of M̂ contains a scaled copy in M . Conversely, we shall show
that M̂ cannot contain any additional columns except those in M . Without loss of
generality, assume that the firstR columns of M̂ areM . Seeking contradiction, assume
that M̂ has R̂ ą R columns. Since k-rank M̂ ě 2m by property (2), every column
Cp:, nq for n P t1, . . . , Nu of C can be expressed uniquely as a linear combination of
at most m columns of M̂ by Lemma A.3. Since we have

Cp:, nq “MΞp:, nq “
R
ÿ

r“1

Mp:, rqξrn “
R
ÿ

r“1

Mp:, rqξ̂rn `
R̂
ÿ

r“R`1

M̂p:, rqξ̂rn,

this uniqueness implies Ξ̂pt1, . . . , Ru, :q “ Ξ and Ξ̂ptR`1, . . . , R̂u, :q “ 0R̂´RˆN . This421

shows Ξ̂ contains a zero row, contradicting property (3).422

Remark 2.19. We note a subtle distinction in our theorem. To establish unique-423

ness, we require the pair pM,Ξq to be sufficiently rich. However, since this property is424

not one of the enumerated conditions (1)-(4), this theorem assures the non-existence425

of alternative pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions which do satisfy (1)-(4), but do not them-426

selves satisfy this richness property. We believe this distinction made in our result427

is important because it means the difficult-to-interpret richness property need not be428

taken on faith buried in the uniqueness conditions, but can be checked from a com-429

puted pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition. We emphasize that earlier results amongst similar430

lines [1, 19] do not make this particular distinction.431
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Remark 2.20. In general, it is not possible to drop the non-degeneracy assumption432

(4) as one of the properties, since a given pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition can fail to be433

unique without the removal of degenerate decompositions from the candidate set434

(Example B.1). Furthermore, a degenerate decomposition can easily fail to be unique435

even if all other properties of Theorem 2.18 are met (Examples B.2 and B.3).436

3. Implications for the Blind Source Separation Problem. The blind437

source separation (BSS) problem is an important basic problem in signal process-438

ing and unsupervised learning and has been the subject of considerable interest in the439

literature. In one of its most basic incarnations, the BSS problem is to determine a440

collection of sources from linear combinations of those sources with unknown coeffi-441

cients. There are two predominant approaches to the problem which can roughly be442

categorized into statistical [2, 5, 6, 29] and deterministic approaches [11, 13, 27]. In443

[11], a BSS problem variant was considered wherein the source signals are modeled by444

sums of exponential polynomials. It was shown that such problem can be solved and445

analyzed using pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions. In this section, we will extend this work446

by applying Theorem 2.18, effectively revealing new conditions for unique recovery of447

practical interest.448

3.1. Problem formulation. Consider R linearly independent source signals449

modeled by sums of exponentials450

(3.1) srptq “
Lr
ÿ

j“1

αr,jz
t
r,j , 0 ď t ă T,451

where zr,j ‰ zr,j1 for j ‰ j1. We make the natural assumption throughout that all452

source signals are not identically zero. We assume K linear observations453

(3.2) ykptq “ mk1s1ptq `mk2s2ptq ` . . .`mkRsRptq, k “ 1, . . . ,K454

are made of these source signals, which we denote concisely through the matrix equa-455

tion456

(3.3) Y “MS457

where458

(3.4) Y :“

»

—

–

y1p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ y1pT ´ 1q
...

...
yKp0q ¨ ¨ ¨ yKpT ´ 1q

fi

ffi

fl

, S :“

»

—

–

s1p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ s1pT ´ 1q
...

...
sRp0q ¨ ¨ ¨ sRpT ´ 1q

fi

ffi

fl

.459

In this framework, the BSS problem is to recover M and S from Y .460

The recoverability of the source signals can be reformulated as a uniqueness ques-461

tion about the third-order tensor HrY s whose frontal slices are the output signals462

rearranged into Hankel matrices463

(3.5) HrY sp:, :, kq “ Hryks :“

»

—

—

—

–

ykp0q ykp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ykpT2 ´ 1q
ykp1q ykp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ykpT2q
...

...
. . .

...
ykpT1 ´ 1q ykpT1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ykpT1 ` T2 ´ 2q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

464

for T1 and T2 such that T “ T1`T2´1. We refer to operator Hryks as the Hankeliza-465

tion of the signal yk. Going forward, we shall assume that we adopt an almost-square466
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14 N. GOVINDARAJAN, E. N. EPPERLY, AND L. DE LATHAUWER

Hankelization by choosing T1 “ tpT ` 1q{2u and T2 “ rpT ` 1q{2s. The generalization467

to less balanced Hankelizations is straightforward, at the cost of additional notational468

clutter. Now observe that any mixing Y “MS gives an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition469

(3.6) HrY s “
R
ÿ

r“1

Hrsrs bbbmr,470

where mr denotes the rth column of M . We see that if the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition471

HrY s is unique in an appropriate sense, then the factorization Y “MS is unique as472

well and the source signals can be uniquely recovered from the measurements.473

3.2. Dictionary representations of HrY s. The dictionary representation of474

the pLr, L1, 1q-decomposition related to the BSS problem (3.6) has a natural interpre-475

tation. Let z1, . . . , zN be an enumeration of the poles tzr,j : 1 ď r ď R, 1 ď j ď Lru476

of all the sources in (3.1). Then each source is a sparse linear combination of the477

elementary signals t ÞÑ ztn,478

(3.7) srptq “
N
ÿ

n“1

ξrnz
t
n, 0 ď t ă T, 1 ď r ď R,479

where at most Lr of the ξrn’s are nonzero. Collecting the ξrn’s into a matrix Ξ P CRˆN480

and defining481

(3.8) A :“

»

—

—

—

–

1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
z1 z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zN
...

...
. . .

...

zT1´1
1 zT1´1

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zT1´1
N

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, B :“

»

—

—

—

–

1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
z1 z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zN
...

...
. . .

...

zT2´1
1 zT2´1

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zT2´1
N

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,482

gives a dictionary representation pA,B,M,Ξq of the Hankelized tensor HrY s of the483

BSS problem Y “ MS. The outer product terms anb
J
n consist of Hankelizations of484

the elementary signals t ÞÑ zJn for each pole zn, and the Ξ matrix encodes which poles485

are assigned to which output signals with what weights. Specifically, the sparsity486

pattern in the matrix Ξ has the following interpretation:487

‚ the nonzero entries in the rows of Ξ specify which poles are present in which488

source signal, whereas489

‚ the nonzero entries in the columns of Ξ specify which poles are “shared”490

amongst which source signals.491

Note that provided with an pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pA,B,M,Ξq one can easily re-492

cover S by simply reading off the poles z1, . . . , zN from the second row of A (or B)493

and computing the source values srptq by the formula (3.7). This is equivalent to494

reading off the first column and last row of the matrices Hrsrs.495

3.3. When is recovery possible?. It is important to note that the solvability496

of the BSS problem is not just a question about the sources (described by the matrix497

S) and the mixing (described by the matrix M), but also our a priori knowledge or498

model assumptions about M and S. That is, it matters that one makes the correct499

hypothesis on the blind source separation problem in order to ensure correct recovery.500

To see why this is the case, observe first of all that in the extreme case if we make501

no assumptions, then most recoveries pM,Sq also have infinitely many nonequivalent502

recoveries pMX,X´1Sq for every invertible matrix X. With this in mind, let us503

consider some more subtle examples illustrating our point, starting with a revisit of504

Example 2.3 in the context of the BSS problem.505
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Example 3.1. Consider the source signals506

s1ptq “ zt1 ` z
t
2507

s2ptq “ zt2 ` z
t
3 ` z

t
4508

for t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1, and where tznu
4
n“1 Ă C is a set of distinct poles. Suppose509

that the true mixing matrix M “
“

m1 m2

‰

has full column rank. The pLr, Lr, 1q-510

decomposition associated with this BSS problem has the dictionary representation511

pA,B,M,Ξq where A and B are given by (3.8) and512

(3.9) M “
“

m1 m2

‰

, Ξ “

„

1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1



.513

It is known that this pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition is essentially unique in the classical514

sense. However, the same applies also for the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition associated515

with the consistent (but not equivalent) dictionary representation pA,B, M̃, Ξ̃q, where516

(3.10) M̃ “
“

m1 m2 m1 `m2

‰

, Ξ̃ “

»

–

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0

fi

fl .517

Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.14, one would recover the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition518

given by pA,B, M̃, Ξ̃q which do not correspond to the true source signals. The correct519

source signals are only obtained through the conditions of Theorem 2.15.520

Example 3.1 shows that the source separation problem may not be uniquely solv-521

able in general, but the possibility of uniqueness re-emerges when we assume M is522

not column rank-deficient. In many applications, such as when the measurements are523

taken from a well-chosen sensor array configuration, it is reasonable to assume that M524

has linearly independent columns, and making this assumption will allow for greater525

ability to uniquely unmix the sources.526

The next example illustrates the utility of Theorem 2.18 when one is faced with527

a situation where the number of source signals exceed the number of observations.528

Example 3.2. Consider the source signals529

s1ptq “ zt1 ` z
t
5 ` z

t
6530

s2ptq “ zt1 ` z
t
2 ` z

t
7531

s3ptq “ zt2 ` z
t
3 ` z

t
8532

s4ptq “ zt3 ` z
t
4 ` z

t
9533

s5ptq “ zt4 ` z
t
5 ` z

t
10534

for 0 ď t ă T and where tznu
10
n“1 Ă C is a set of distinct poles. Suppose that the535

source signals are being observed through the measurements536

y1ptq “ s1ptq ` s5ptq537

y2ptq “ s2ptq ` s5ptq538

y3ptq “ s3ptq ` s5ptq539

y4ptq “ s4ptq ` s5ptq.540

For this specific BSS instance, the source signals cannot be correctly recovered under
the conditions of Theorem 2.14 nor Theorem 2.15. Indeed, since there are fewer ob-
servations than the number of source signals, one cannot use Theorem 2.15 to recover
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the source signals correctly. Likewise, the source signals share common poles, which
implies that the Theorem 2.14 does not apply as well. Fortunately, the conditions
of Theorem 2.18 do allow for the recovery of the source signals. The pLr, Lr, 1q-
decomposition associated with this BSS problem has the dictionary representation
pA,B,M,Ξq, where A and B are given by (3.8) and

M “

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Ξ “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

The Kruskal rank of M equals 4, which also equals the number of observations. Fur-541

thermore, m :“ max
n“1,...,10

nnzpΞp:, nqq “ 2 and the pair pM,Ξq is non-degenerate. Since542

pM,Ξq also satisfies the richness property, Theorem 2.18 will allow us to recover the543

correct set of source signals under p “ 4.544

3.4. Unique recoverability results. With the inspiration of these motivating545

examples, let us formalize and characterize when unique recovery is possible in the546

context of Theorem 2.18. From Example 3.1, we see that unique recovery depends on547

model assumptions about the nature of the source signals and how they are mixed,548

such as the mixing matrix possessing full-rank. Without such model assumptions,549

the observer cannot disambiguate whether (3.9) or (3.10) corresponds to the true550

unmixing of the signals, or if there is another unmixing entirely. Thus, to have any551

kind of recoverability results, we must be willing to restrict our attention to instances552

of the BSS problem satisfying some reasonable set of assumptions.553

Definition 3.3. A recovery pM̂, Ŝq of the mixing matrix and source signals from554

observations Y “ M̂Ŝ is said to be the unique recovery under assumptions (1),555

(2),. . . , (P ) if pM̂, Ŝq satisfies (1)-(P ) and all other recoveries pM̃, S̃q satisfying556

Y “ M̃S̃ and (1)-(P ) are essentially equivalent as pM̂, Ŝq in the sense that there557

is a scaled permutation Π such that M̃ “ M̂Π and S̃ “ Π´1Ŝ.558

Theorem 2.18 allows us to prove the following recoverability result.559

Theorem 3.4. Consider a BSS problem instance pM,Sq with mixing matrix M P560

CKˆR and source signals S P CRˆT of the form (3.7). Assume the following:561

(I) there exists a number m ď tR{2u such that562

(a) every pole zn P C is shared by at most m sources and563

(b) there are at least K ě 2m observations;564

(II) the signals are observed sufficiently long: T ě 2N ;565

(III) M has full Kruskal rank—that is, k-rank “ mintK,Ru;566

(IV) pM,Ξq is non-degenerate up to parameter tK{2u.567

Let pM̂, Ŝq be the recovery corresponding to the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q568

of the Hankelized output signals HrY s, where Â and B̂ are of the form (3.8). Then569

provided pM̂, Ξ̂q is sufficiently rich with parameter tK{2u, pM̂, Ŝq is the unique recov-570

ery under assumptions (I)-(IV).571

Remark 3.5. The condition of being sufficiently rich with parameter tK{2u is572

difficult to interpret. One simple sufficient condition for this to be the case is for each573

signal to have two poles which are unique to itself, and not possessed by any other574

source signal. This sufficient condition has the desirable feature of being quite easy575

to check from a computed pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition.576
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Remark 3.6. For a fixed sparsity pattern for Ξ and a dense matrixM , assumptions577

(III) and (IV) are satisfied for a generic choice of the numeric values of the non-zero578

entries of M and Ξ. This is made precise by the following definition: a property P579

is said to be generic in Cn if the set of points for which property P does not hold is580

contained in the null set of a non-trivial polynomial p : Cn Ñ C. The fact that (III)581

and (IV) are generic in this sense is proven in propositions A.7 and A.8.582

We note that a property being generic implies that the set of elements not satisfy-583

ing the property are nowhere dense and has Lebesgue measure zero. In particular, an584

arbitrarily small random perturbation will make a non-generic point generic.3 Thus,585

the assumptions (III) and (IV) are incredibly mild in the sense that the value assign-586

ments failing to satisfy these properties comprise a neglible portion of the parameter587

space.588

Before proving this theorem, let us interpret it. As we have argued above, unique589

recovery requires model assumptions about what source signals and mixing matrices590

are admissible. These cannot be checked by the observer and cannot be verified591

without access to the ground truth source signals. In our result, the central model592

assumptions are assumption (I) that ensures that there are enough observations to593

distinguish between poles shared between sources, and assumption (II) that ensures594

we have observed the signals long enough. We also include generic model assumptions595

(III) and (IV) which, as detailed in Remark 3.6, are immediately satisfied for most596

choices of the numeric values in a dense mixing matrix M and sparse assignment597

matrix Ξ. Our result adds an additional ingredient to the table: an a posteriori598

checkable assumption. As is common in the sparse component analysis literature599

and as was included in our Theorem 2.18, a difficult-to-interpret richness condition600

is required to guarantee uniqueness of the combinatorial assignment of poles to the601

source signals. However, in our theorem, the observer does not have to take on faith602

that this property is satisfied. Rather, they can compute the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition603

corresponding to the unmixing of the signals and verify this property after the fact,604

such as by checking the sufficient condition in Remark 3.5. If their computed solution605

does indeed satisfy this property, they can be convinced that they have recovered the606

unique separation of the sources consistent with the model assumptions. In other607

words, there cannot be another valid recovery of the source signals satisfying the608

model assumptions, even one that fails to be sufficiently rich. Let us now provide a609

proof of Theorem 3.4.610

Proof of Theorem 3.4. The result is established by simultaneously verifying that,611

under the assumptions (I)-(IV), the recovered pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q612

of HrY s, as well as the true pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pA,B,M,Ξq (i.e., the one cor-613

responding to the BSS problem instance pM,Sq), will both satisfy properties (1)-(4)614

of Theorem 2.18 with p :“ mintK,Ru. Then, as an immediate consequence of The-615

orem 2.18, we have that pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q „ pA,B,M,Ξq, provided pM̂, Ξ̂q is sufficiently616

rich with parameter tK{2u.4617

3We note that even though the set of non-generic points is very small, it is a widely observed
phenomenon in numerical analysis that the accuracy of solving a problem in the presence of noise and
rounding errors is related to the distance to the nearest degenerate problem instance. We suspect is
the case in the BSS problem as well, that the closer a problem instance is to being degenerate, the
greater the possibility noise perturbs the problem to obscure or render impossible correct recovery.

4Note that the argument rests only on the sufficient richness of the recovered pair pM̂, Ξ̂q, not

the pair pM,Ξq. After all, once we show unique recovery by showing pA,B,M,Ξq „ pÂ, B̂, M̂, Ξ̂q,

then we also have that pM,Ξq „ pM̂, Ξ̂q and thus pM,Ξq is sufficiently rich as well.
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To confirm that pÂ, B̂, M̂ , Ξ̂q and pA,B,M,Ξq satisfy property (1), we note Â and618

B̂, as well as A and B, are Vandermonde matrices with distinct poles that contain619

more rows than columns as a consequence of assumption (II). The verification of620

property (2) is immediate from assumption (III) by setting p :“ mintK,Ru. Property621

(3) follows from our standing assumption that the source signals are nonzero (which622

would imply that no row of Ξ̂ is zero), and assumption (I) (which would imply that Ξ̂623

has at most one and at most tp{2u nonzero entries in every column). Finally, property624

(4) is immediate from assumption (IV).625

Theorem 3.4 has the following significance with regard to previous results tackling626

the same problem [11, 16]. In previous works, two scenarios of the BSS problem have627

been examined. In the first scenario, one explicitly assumes that the number of source628

signals will not exceed the number of observations and that the mixing matrix is of full629

column rank (Theorem 2.15), while in the second scenario, this explicit assumption630

is not made and the number of source signals can potentially exceed the number631

of observations (Theorem 2.14). Theorem 3.4 makes improvements on results with632

regard to the latter scenario, leading to additional new insights about the problem.633

While (contrary to Theorem 2.15) Theorem 2.14 imposes conditions on the source634

signals that they must be comprised of fully distinct poles, Theorem 3.4 reveals that635

this condition can in general be relaxed, allowing for a richer collection of source636

signals to be separated, including those with overlapping poles. This relaxation is637

essentially achieved by strengthening the requirement on the Kruskal rank of the638

mixing matrix. This trade-off between the Kruskal rank of the mixing matrix and the639

allowable level of overlapping poles is a manifestation of the intuition that the more640

similar the source signals are amongst each other, the better the quality of observation641

must be in order for correct recovery to be possible.642

We remark that overlapping poles can already be handled , where we explicitly643

know that there are a redundant set of observations, we obtain .644

4. Conclusions and future work. By representing pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions645

through a so-called dictionary representation, we introduced a new concept of unique-646

ness of the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition, which is guaranteed to hold within a class of647

admissible decompositions that is characterized by some structural properties imposed648

on the dictionary representation. We have shown that this notion of uniqueness is a649

natural one to adapt in the context of the “Hankelization formulation” of the BSS650

problem. By drawing a connection to sparse component analysis, we derive new (con-651

ditional) uniqueness results for pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions, which in the specific case652

of the BSS problem, allowed us to correctly recover source signals in more generic653

situations. Given our simple interpretation of a pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions as CPD of654

a tensor where the third factor matrix is further factorized into a sparse factorization,655

our results also suggest a new approach for computing pLr, Lr, 1q-decompositions656

which can directly be realized by employing off-the-shelf algorithms for computing657

CPD’s and sparse factorizations in sequence; we plan to explore such algorithms in658

future work.659
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Appendix A. Supporting technical results.662

A.1. Supporting results for Lemma 2.12.663

Proposition A.1. Suppose that the factorization C “ MΞ is essentially unique664
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in D , with D being scaled permutation invariant. Then CΠ “MpΞΠq is an essentially665

unique factorization in D for every scaled permutation Π.666

Proof. Let Π be a scaled permutation and suppose CΠ “ M̂ Ξ̂ with pM̂, Ξ̂q P D .667

We wish to show pM̂, Ξ̂q „ pM,ΞΠq. Left multiplication by Π´1 gives C “ M̂pΞ̂Π´1q668

where pM̂, Ξ̂Π´1q P D by scaled permutation invariance. Since the factorization669

C “ MΞ is unique in D , we have M̂ “ MΠ1 and Ξ̂Π´1 “ pΠ1q´1Ξ for a scaled670

permutation Π1. Thus Ξ̂ “ pΠ1q´1pΞΠq and M̂ “ MΠ1 so pM̂, Ξ̂q „ pM,ΞΠq, which671

was as to be shown.672

Proposition A.2. Let A P CIˆN , B P CJˆN , C P CKˆN with rankA “673

rankB “ N and k-rankC “ 1, and consider the tensor T “ JA,B,CK. Assume,674

without loss of generality, that the columns of the factor matrices A, B, and C are675

permuted and scaled such that676

A “
“

A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AR1

‰

, B “
“

B1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BR1

‰

, C “
“

w11JN1
¨ ¨ ¨ wR11JNR1

‰

,677

where N1 ` . . . ` NR1 “ N and W “
“

w1 ¨ ¨ ¨ wR1

‰

has no proportional columns.678

Every CPD of T , denoted by
r
Â, B̂, Ĉ

z
, is related with A,B, and C through the679

expressions680

Â “
“

A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AR1

‰

»

—

–

X1

. . .

XR1

fi

ffi

fl

ΠD1,(A.1a)681

B̂ “
“

B1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BR1

‰

»

—

–

X´J1

. . .

X´JR1

fi

ffi

fl

ΠD2,(A.1b)682

Ĉ “
“

w11JN1
¨ ¨ ¨ wR11JNR1

‰

ΠD3.(A.1c)683

for some collection of invertible matrices Xr1 P CNr1ˆNr1 , a permutation matrix Π,684

and nonsingular diagonal matrices D1, D2, D3 satisfying D1D2D3 “ IN .685

Proof. This proposition is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 in [10].686

A.2. Supporting results for Theorem 2.18.687

Lemma A.3. Consider the linear system c “ Mξ. If nnzpξq ď 1
2 k-rankpMq,688

then ξ P CR is the unique vector solving the linear system and satisfying nnzpξq ď689
1
2 k-rankpMq. Moreover, ξ is the unique sparsest vector solving the linear system.690

Proof. Suppose there existed another vector ξ̃ P CR with nnzpξ̃q ď 1
2 k-rankpMq691

such that Mξ “ M ξ̃ “ c. Then, Mpξ̃ ´ ξq “ 0 with nnzpξ̃ ´ ξq ď k-rankpMq. But692

this implies that ξ̃ ´ ξ “ 0 by definition of Kruskal rank. The proof that ξ is the693

unique sparsest vector proceeds in an analogous manner.694

Remark A.4. This result is a slight modification of Corollary 1 in [18], where the695

same result is expressed in terms of the spark of the matrix, a closely related concept696

to the Kruskal rank (see notation section of the introduction).697

Lemma A.5. Let M P CKˆR and Ξ P CRˆN with k-rankM ě p. Suppose that698

pM,Ξq is non-degenerate up to parameter t 12pu. Fix m ď t 12pu. The following holds:699
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(1) Suppose J Ď t1, . . . , Nu, with #J “ m` 1, and k-rankCp:,J q “ m. Then,
there exists an I P A , with #I “ m (where A is defined in Definition 2.17)
such that (2.8) holds for I and J—that is,

k-rank ΞpI,J q “ m, ΞpIc,J q “ 0pR´mqˆpm`1q.

(2) Conversely, suppose I P A with #I “ m. Then, k-rankCp:,J q “ m for the700

associated J defined in (2.8).701

Furthermore, for I and J satisfying the properties in (1), we have

Im Mp:, Iq “ Im Cp:,J q.

Proof. To prove (1), suppose J Ď t1, . . . , Nu with #J “ m ` 1 and k-rankCp:
,J q “ m. We claim that the nonzero entries of Ξp:,J q are limited to exactly m row
positions—that is, m is the largest integer such that for some I Ď t1, 2, . . . , Ru with
#I “ m, we have

ΞpIc,J q “ 0pR´mqˆpm`1q.

Indeed, for sake of contradiction, assume that our claim is not true. Then, there are702

two possibilities:703

1. Ξp:,J q has nonzero entries in strictly more than m row positions. But since704

pM,Ξq is non-degenerate for parameter m (recall we have non-degeneracy705

up to parameter t 12pu ě m), we have that either k-rank Ξp:,J q ă m, which706

means that k-rankCp:,J q ă m, or that rank Ξp:,J q “ m` 1 and rankMΞp:707

,J q “ m` 1, which means that k-rankCp:,J q “ m` 1. In both situations,708

k-rankCp:,J q ‰ m, resulting in a contradiction.709

2. Ξp:,J q has nonzero entries in strictly less than m row positions. In this sce-710

nario, rank Ξp:,J q ď m´1, so k-rank Ξp:,J q ď m´1. Since Cp:,J q “MΞp:711

,J q, k-rankCp:,J q ď k-rank Ξp:,J q ă m, resulting again in a contradiction.712

To show that we require k-rank ΞpI,J q “ m, observe that we have the identity713

(A.2) Cp:,J q “Mp:, IqΞpI,J q,714

from which we may deduce that715

m “ k-rankCp:,J q ď k-rank ΞpI,J q ď rank ΞpI,J q ď m.716

Hence, k-rank ΞpI,J q “ m and, by definition, I P A .717

To show (2), suppose I P A with #I “ m. Then, by definition of A , there718

exists a J with #J “ m ` 1 satisfying (2.8). One can easily observe here that719

k-rankCp:,J q “ m, since k-rank ΞpI,J q “ m and Mp:, Iq has full column rank (due720

to our assumption k-rankM ě p ą t 12pu ě m).721

Now suppose that I and J satisfy the properties in (1). Then (A.2) together722

with the observation that ΞpI,J q P Cmˆm`1 shows that Im Cp:,J q “ Im Mp:, Iq.723

Lemma A.6. Let M P CKˆR with 2 ď p ď k-rankM and let tIquQq“1 be a col-724

lection of index sets with Iq Ď t1, . . . , Ru and #Iq ď t 12pu for every 1 ď q ď Q.725

Then,726

Q
č

q“1

Im Mp:, Iqq “ Im M

˜

:,
Q
č

q“1

Iq

¸

.727

where we adopt the convention that Im Mp:,Hq “ t0u.728
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Proof. The proof is by induction and follows immediately from the case Q “ 2,729

which we now show. It is clear that Im Mp:, I1X I2q Ď Im Mp:, I1qX Im Mp:, I2q. A730

simple subspace calculation shows that731
732

Im Mp:, I1q X Im Mp:, I2q “ Im Mp:, I1 X I2q733

` Im Mp:, I1zpI1 X I2qq X Im Mp:, I2zpI1 X I2qq734735

where z denotes the set difference. Thus, to show equality, we must confirm that736

Im Mp:, I1zpI1 X I2qq X Im Mp:, I2zpI1 X I2qq “ t0u737

This directly follows from the fact that the ď p columns in Mp:, I1 4I2q are linearly738

independent since k-rankM ě p, where 4 denotes the symmetric set difference.5739

A.3. Genericity results. The next proposition states that a matrix M P CKˆR740

generically has “full” Kruskal rank.741

Proposition A.7. A matrix M P CKˆR generically has k-rankM “ mintK,Ru.742

Proof. Let tJiu
I
i“1, with I “

`

R
K

˘

, denote the set of all possible K-combinations743

of t1, 2, . . . , Ru and consider the polynomial map p : M ÞÑ
śI

i“1 detMp:,Jiq. The set744

of exceptions is described by the null set of p, therefore M P CKˆR generically has745

k-rankM “ mintK,Ru.746

Next, consider the Boolean matrixX P t0, 1uRˆN which induces a sparsity pattern747

on the set of RˆN matrices, defining a space748

SpXq :“ tΞ P CRˆN : ξrn “ 0 if xrn “ 0u.749

The following statement can be made about the collection of matrix pairs pM,Ξq P750

CKˆR ˆ SpXq.751

Proposition A.8. The pair pM,Ξq P CKˆRˆSpXq is generically non-degenerate752

up to parameter K.753

Proof. Let tJiu
I
i“1, with mi :“ #Ji ´ 1 ď K, denote the collection of column754

index sets for which Xp:,Jiq has nonzero entries at strictly more than mi row posi-755

tions. A pair pM,Ξq P CKˆR ˆ SpXq fails to be non-degenerate up to parameter K756

if there exists at least one index set Ji Ď t1, 2, . . . , Nu for which Ξp:,Jiq has nonzero757

entries at strictly more than mi row positions, and either:758

(i) k-rank Ξp:,Jiq “ mi, or759

(ii) rank Ξp:,Jiq “ mi ` 1 but rankMΞp:,Jiq ă mi ` 1.760

To prove the proposition, we shall show that the set of pairs pM,Ξq P CKˆR ˆ SpXq761

for which Ξp:,Jiq satisfies properties (i) and (ii) is contained in the null set of some762

polynomial pi : CKˆR ˆ SpXq Ñ C. By constructing the product polynomial p “763
śI

i“1 pi, we arrive to what we want to show.764

To construct the polynomials tpiu
I
i“1, we first take note that there always exists

an index set Ii of cardinality #Ii “ mi ` 1 for which the polynomial

fi : pM,Ξq ÞÑ det ΞpIi,Jiq

is non-trivial. This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that Ξp:,Jiq has765

nonzero entries at strictly more than mi row positions. Now given this observation,766

we then do the following:767

5The symmetric set difference is defined as I1 4 I2 :“ pI1zI2q Y pI2zI1q.
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‚ Property (i) is contained in the null set of the polynomial fi, since k-rank Ξp:768

,Jiq “ mi would imply that Ξp:,Jiq is rank deficient. Therefore, det ΞpIi,Jiq769

must be vanishing.770

‚ Property (ii) is satisfied when771

772

Cp:,Jiq :“MΞp:,Jiq “Mp:, IiqΞpIi,Jiq773

`Mp:, t1, 2, . . . , RuzIiqΞpt1, 2, . . . , RuzIi,Jiq774775

is rank deficient. The first term Mp:, IiqΞpIi,Jiq has generically full column
rank because Mp:, Iiq has generically full rank and ΞpIi,Jiq is generically
invertible by construction. A full rank matrix perturbed by a random ma-
trix generically remains full rank. Indeed, the rank deficiency of Cp:,Jiq,
and therefore property (ii) is contained in the null set of the non-vanishing
polynomial

gi : pM,Ξq ÞÑ detMpt1, . . . ,mi ` 1u, :qΞp:,Jiq.

Subsequently, property (i) and (ii) are contained in the product polynomial pi “ figi.776

Appendix B. Illustrative examples.777

Example B.1. Consider the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pA,B,M,Ξq, where A P

CIˆ10, B P CJˆ10 are full column rank matrices, M P C4ˆ4 the identity matrix, and

Ξ “

»

—

—

–

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

pA,B,M,Ξq satisfies the properties (1)-(4) of Theorem 2.18 for p “ 4, and is also
sufficiently rich, so it must be unique. Playing devil’s advocate, one could argue that
the following consistent pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition given by dictionary representation
pA,B, M̂, Ξ̂q, where

M̂ “

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 d

ad´bc
´b

ad´bc

0 0 ´c
ad´bc

a
ad´bc

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Ξ̂ “

»

—

—

–

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 a a b b
0 0 0 0 0 0 c c d d

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,

and ad´bc ‰ 0, b ‰ 0_c ‰ 0, present a counter-example disproving this claim. How-778

ever pA,B, M̂, Ξ̂q is a degenerate decomposition as per Definition 2.16, and therefore779

does not belong to set of admissible decompositions that satisfy properties (1)-(4) of780

Theorem 2.18.781

Example B.2. Consider the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pA,B,M,Ξq, where A P

CIˆ15, B P CJˆ15 are full column rank matrices, M P C6ˆ6 the identity matrix, and

Ξ “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
´1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
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This pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfies properties (1)-(3) of Theorem 2.18 in addi-782

tion to the richness condition for p “ 6, but fails to satisfy property (4) as it is783

non-degenerate. In particular, it fails to meet criteria (i) of Definition 2.16 for the784

first three columns of Ξ. It turns out that one can easily find another non-equivalent785

(degenerate) decomposition describing the same tensor. Take for example the con-786

sistent pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition given by the dictionary representation pA,B, M̂, Ξ̂q,787

where788

M̂ “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 0 0
´1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,789

Ξ̂ “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´1 ´1 ´1 ´1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.790

791

Example B.3. Consider the pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition pA,B,M,Ξq, where A P

CIˆ11, B P CJˆ11 are full column rank matrices, and

M “

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Ξ “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

This pLr, Lr, 1q-decomposition satisfies properties (1)-(3) of Theorem 2.18, in addition792

to the richness condition for p “ 4, but fails to be non-degenerate as well. Contrary793

to example B.2, it fails to meet criteria (ii) of Definition 2.16 for the first three794

columns of Ξ. But also here one can easily find another non-equivalent (degenerate)795

decomposition describing the same tensor. Take for example the consistent pLr, Lr, 1q-796

decomposition given by the dictionary representation pA,B, M̂, Ξ̂q, where797

M̂ “

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,798

Ξ̂ “

»

—

—

–

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 ´1 ´1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´1 ´1 1 1 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.799

800
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